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ABSTRACT
Identifying key concepts in programming is important for
accurately tracking skill development and designing better
support mechanisms for students. Prior research has identi-
fied a plethora of skills at varying levels of granularity, from
broad abilities such as code comprehension and tracing to
fine-grained skills like using individual syntactic elements
correctly. However, the extent to which these skill models
reflect students’ skill acquisition process has not been empir-
ically explored. Knowledge components, which are acquired
units of skills and abilities inferred from the performance
on a set of tasks, can be an appropriate starting point in a
framework for evaluating these skill models and generating
new models in a data-driven manner. Yet, previous applica-
tions of knowledge components for programming could not
identify a robust and interpretable skill model, which may
imply that programming skills are more complex than ini-
tially assumed. Thus, we aim to design a knowledge com-
ponent model for programming that reflects student devel-
opment while maintaining the interpretability of individual
components. My findings so far have shown that language
elements, combined with the context they are used in, can
viably model the skill acquisition process of students. In my
future work, I aim to design tools for identifying the com-
binations of language structures that accurately reflect the
skill acquisition process in programming.
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1. INTRODUCTION & BACKGROUND
Identifying the skills acquired while learning to program is
an important goal in computer science education. Under-
standing these skills in depth can help in tracking student
development accurately, as well as designing effective learn-
ing environments that better support novice learners. How-
ever, the computing education community lacks an evidence-

based model for fine-grained skills developed during the learn-
ing of programming. Abilities such as code comprehension
and writing syntactically correct code have been identified
to be crucial in introductory programming courses [24], but
the breadth of these abilities makes it more difficult for these
to be used for knowledge tracing and personalized support
mechanisms. Other works surveyed programming courses to
identify atomic skills like using individual syntactic elements
(e.g. operators, conditional structures, or types of loops) as
fundamental concepts in introductory computing [23]. Still,
these concepts were not based on student data but rather re-
flected expert consensus, which can be susceptible to biases
like expert blind spot [15]. Many EDM studies for under-
standing student skill development on programming data
have also leveraged domain expertise [8, 19, 2, 21].

Knowledge components (KC), acquired units of skill that
can be detected by measuring student performance on a set
of tasks, can provide a useful framework for identifying key
skills in a data-driven manner. Originally defined as part of
the Knowledge-Learning-Instruction (KLI) framework [12],
knowledge components can be used for both tracking student
learning and modeling the skills that are being learned. Ac-
cording to the KLI framework, students should achieve lower
error rates in problems related to a knowledge component as
they get more opportunities to practice the underlying skill.
Thus, a knowledge component model can be evaluated on
student data using learning curves, by tracking the change
in error rate as students practice the skill represented by
a KC [6]. Learning curve analysis has been successfully ap-
plied for tracking skill development and refining skill models
in many domains through knowledge components, including
algebra, physics, geometry, and language studies [11, 13, 16].

In contrast to these other fields that utilized knowledge com-
ponents for improving skill models, previous applications
with KCs in programming have yielded mixed results. Early
studies have successfully utilized manually annotated KCs
on problems for supporting students e.g. through individ-
ualized problem selection [4]. However, this approach was
not scalable to open-ended problems as it required manual
annotation. Rivers et al. [19] was the first work to evalu-
ate the extent to which language features can model student
skill acquisition in programming education by using abstract
syntax tree (AST) nodes as a KC model on open-ended code-
writing data. Surprisingly, their learning curves did not
show a decrease in error rate for many of the AST nodes (e.g.
for loops, return statements, addition operation), leading to
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questions on the validity of the use of syntax elements as an
accurate model of skills in programming. Shi et al. [21] used
an alternative approach to develop a KC model from open-
ended data by optimizing a neural network to predict sets of
problems that generate successful learning curves, and man-
ually inferring KCs through interpretation of the problems
included in the set at the end of this optimization process.
However, their work was limited in interpretability as the
identified KC candidates could combine multiple unrelated
concepts observed in student submissions as a single KC.
These studies may imply that code-writing data collected
from open-ended submissions for programming exercises, a
common form of data collected in programming courses, is
not appropriate for learning curve analysis. However, our
initial findings imply otherwise.

Our preliminary evidence suggests that learning curve anal-
ysis can identify programming KCs under certain conditions.
In our recent work, we replicated Rivers et al.’s study [19]
on modeling student learning with syntactic elements with
a larger dataset and showed that AST nodes can be a vi-
able KC model, contrary to their findings. The identified
KC model had a better model fit as measured by AIC, BIC,
and RMSE [13], and the individual KCs produced learning
curves with steady declines in error rates, indicating mas-
tery of the underlying skills [12]. However, we also observed
that AST nodes that better represent learning tend to be
used in similar contexts in most programs, such as condi-
tional statements and loops, and AST nodes for language
elements used in many different places throughout the pro-
gram, such as operators, had poor performances as KCs.

Inspired by this finding, we intend to develop a methodol-
ogy for identifying combinations of language structures that
accurately model student skill acquisition in a data-driven
manner. We believe that programming plans and common
code patterns can be useful candidates as structures that
capture underlying skills. Previous literature on plans and
patterns identified these structures through more subjective
methods, such as surveying experts or conducting cognitive
task analyses, which may not necessarily reflect the skill ac-
quisition process of novices at large. By using KCs as a
framework for evaluating skill models, we aim to identify
evidence-based programming plans that can be validated on
student data, using methods such as learning curve analysis.
The primary research questions of interest are as follows:

1. RQ1: To what extent does students’ ability to use
syntactic elements model skill acquisition in program-
ming?

2. RQ2: To what extent does students’ ability to use pro-
gramming plans model skill acquisition in program-
ming?

3. RQ3: How can we develop and evaluate novel knowl-
edge components that model skill acquisition in pro-
gramming?

Section 2.1 details my previous study and findings address-
ing RQ1. Section 2.2 explains the design and the preliminary
results from a new study that addresses RQ2 and Section 2.3
discusses some possible approaches for answering RQ3.

2. RESEARCH PROGRESS
2.1 Evaluating syntax elements as a skill model
In our recent work, we have shown that the ability to use
syntactic elements can model skill acquisition in introduc-
tory programming to some extent contrary to prior findings.
Our work was a replication of a study by Rivers et al. [19] on
a larger dataset collected over seven semesters of instruction
in an introductory programming course, including signifi-
cantly more programming exercises compared to previous
studies. Using the knowledge component model based on
abstract syntax tree (AST) nodes proposed in the previous
study [19], we compared ASTs generated from student sub-
missions and correct solutions to detect which AST nodes
are used correctly in a student submission. By treating each
AST node as a separate knowledge component, each student
submission provided an attempt at many KCs at once to be
analyzed using learning curve analysis (Figure 2). While the
prior studies using this KC model achieved learning curves
that do not show any clear learning trend [19, 21], our learn-
ing curves showed a steady decline in error rates, indicating
healthy learning across many knowledge components. More-
over, our knowledge component model had a better model
fit and higher predictive power compared to baselines from
previous studies.

In our further analysis, we noted that AST nodes that repre-
sent control flow structures (“If”, “For”, “Return”) and data
structure declarations (“Dict”, “Tuple”) exhibited a more
consistent decline in error rate across semesters, compared to
nodes for operators. Two example learning curves are shown
in Figure 1. We attribute this difference to some language
structures appearing in mostly similar places and contexts
in correct solutions: in many of our exercises, data struc-
ture declarations would follow the function signature, and
control flow structures would be at the end of the program.
Thus, students can start to correctly place these structures
after a few attempts. On the other hand, operators could
appear anywhere in the program, making it more difficult
for students to infer which conditions create the required
context for the use of a specific operator.
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Figure 1: An example learning curve for two knowledge com-
ponents from the same semester. The curve for“Tuple”shows
that as students have more attempts at practicing this KC,
error rates at problems steadily decrease. On the other hand,
the curve for the “NotIn” operator does not show a declining
trend in observed attempts.

2.2 Evaluating programming plans as a skill
model

Inspired by this finding, we adopted programming plans [22]
as an alternative to syntactic features as a skill model. We
used programming plans as KCs on the same dataset de-
scribed above to understand if programming plans can model
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Figure 2: Our pipeline for extracting AST-based knowledge components from student submissions (Section 2.1). For each student
submission, the correct solution that is syntactically most similar to the submission is found and used as ground truth to identify
which KCs are correctly used in the given submission. See original work for details.

Figure 3: Two examples of the counting plan, along with
learning curves from two semesters, showing a decrease in
error rates.

skill acquisition better than language elements. To this end,
we annotated a set of more than 300 programming exer-
cises with programming plans proposed by Iyer et al. [9].
We consider student submissions on these problems as at-
tempts made to practice the KCs represented by the anno-
tated plans.

By testing programming plans on student data, we produce
empirical evidence to support the validity of programming
plans as a mental construct as well as evidence on which
plans correspond to discrete skills learned by students. Our
results show that some plans (e.g., counting, sum) can model
student learning in introductory programming well, while
others do not. Figure 3 shows the two examples with the
counting plan and learning curves from two semesters on
the plan. Interestingly, the plans that had consistently suc-
cessful learning curves were plans that had more specific use
cases, whereas plans that only described a common struc-
ture (e.g. multiway branching) had learning curves with no
consistent decrease in error rates.

However, we also observed that manually annotating plans
only on a problem level presents an obstacle to collecting
accurate data on some plans, pointing to a need for an auto-
matic method for detecting these structures in submissions.

2.3 Generating new knowledge components for
programming

Influenced by the gaps we have identified so far, we aim to
develop a data-driven methodology for identifying structures
that reflect skills acquired in programming courses. While
our studies showed promising results for both syntactic el-
ements and programming plans, a method for identifying
structures that optimize the model fit on learning curves,
similar to Shi et al.’s work [21], can improve our knowledge
component models. Thus, I plan to examine optimization-
based processes for refining a proposed set of knowledge
components, which can help in finding a balance between
model fit and interpretability.

Moreover, with the capabilities of large language models
(LLM) in computing education becoming ubiquitous [18],
processing student submissions with LLMs can be an al-
ternative approach for identifying common patterns. The
capabilities of these models in explaining code, generating
code pieces, and programs with explanations have been dis-
cussed [20, 3, 10]. Knowledge components proposed by
LLMs conditioned on student submissions can contribute to
this discussion by exploring the connection between gener-
ated code pieces and the skill acquisition process of students.

Another possible approach could be merging multiple lan-
guage elements, such as combining the use of multiple AST
tokens as a single node as proposed in the discussion by
Rivers et al. [19]. Based on the findings from our repli-
cation, combining multiple AST nodes to add context in-
formation to knowledge components may result in a do-
main model with better represents student learning. Learn-
ing Factors Analysis (LFA) [6], a skill model improvement
method guided by model fit metrics, provides a possible tool
for this exploration.

3. CONCLUSION
Generating a skill model in programming that can capture
the use of combinations of syntactic elements, organized



in a certain way under a particular context, may model
student learning accurately while also being easily inter-
pretable. With automatic detection of such interpretable
structures, it can be possible to track student learning bet-
ter through knowledge tracing techniques [1]. A fine-grained
skill model represented by these structures can also simplify
the implementation of scaffolding techniques such as subgoal
labeling [5, 14] or Parsons problems [17, 7] in any domain
with a sufficiently large set of example programs. During
the doctoral consortium, I hope to discuss possible methods
for generating these skill models and designing studies that
can better evaluate the generated skill models.
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